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Abstract: A finite element model is employed to 

describe the electric potential distribution and 

electroosmotic flow field inside a wavy 

cylindrical channel. The model uses coupled 

Laplace and Poisson-Boltzmann to evaluate the 

electric potential distribution inside the channel. 

It also contains continuity and Navier–Stokes 

equations for the solution of fluid flow. A 

particle trajectory model was presented to 

analyze the motion of the particles traveling 

through the wavy channel. As the ratio of the 

particle to channel radii changes at different axial 

position of the wavy channel, wall correction 

factors for a straight cylindrical channel are used 

for different particle to channel radii ratio. The 

effect of waviness on the wall correction factors 

is neglected. Particles are released at different 

initial points of the entry plane. The positions of 

the particles are recorded at the downstream of 

the channel after travelling few wavelengths 

distance.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The hindered motion of particles suspended 

in a fluid flowing through a microscopic or 

nanoscale cylindrical channel has been a topic of 

central interest in numerous microfluidic and 

nanofluidic applications e.g. drug delivery, 

biomedical applications, and micro-pumping 

mechanism [1-4]. With the advent of 

microfluidics-MEMS in the last decade, the 

study of the motion of small particles in narrow 

channels was revisited and applied to many 

chemical and biological applications. In such 

applications, electroosmosis becomes a very 

effective means of transporting micro liter 

amount of fluid through narrow capillaries from 

one reservoir to another. Colloidal particles 

present in such flow will travel along with the 

fluid. However, the motion of the particles will 

be hindered because of the proximity of the 

channel wall. The motion of the particle can be 

tracked correctly by using appropriate wall 

correction factors or lag factors. The particle 

moving in the center line of a circular cylindrical 

channel is well studied both analytically [5-7] 

and numerically [8-10]. However, there exist a 

group of problems that are yet to be analyzed 

comprehensively, such as particle moving off the 

center line of the channel, particle moving in a 

wavy cylindrical channel, or particle motion in 

an electroosmotic flow.  

In the present paper, an electroosmotic flow 

model is described. A finite element model 

(LPB-NS: Laplace-Poisson-Boltzmann Navier-

Stokes) has been developed. The model consists 

of Laplace and Poisson-Boltzmann equations 

dictating external electric potential, and total 

electric potential, respectively. These two 

equations are coupled in manner that Laplace 

equation governs the external electric potential 

across the channel where electric charge 

neutrality holds. On the other hand, the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation dictates the potential 

distribution near the channel wall and allows the 

solution of Laplace equation to hold elsewhere. 

This coupled model is superior to the models that 

use superposition of external electric potential 

across the channel (obtained from Laplace 

equation) and electric potential near the channel 

wall (obtained from Poisson-Boltzmann 

equation). Navier-Stokes with electrical body 

force term was then solved to obtain fluid 

velocity fields in the channel.  

A particle trajectory code was written to 

track individual uncharged particle that is present 

and travelling along with the fluid. As the 

motion of the particle is hindered due to the 

wavy channel wall, appropriate wall correction 

factors are necessary to estimate particle 

displacements at each time step. The velocity 

fields of undisturbed electroosmotic flow of the 

central part of the channel was exported from the 

LPB-NS model and used to estimate the particle 

velocity at different positions as the particle 

moves in the channel. Few particles are released 

at the different radial positions, their motions are 

tracked, and final positions are recorded. 
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2. Formulation of the Problem 
 

2.1    Governing Equations 

 

An electroosmotic flow in a cylindrical channel 

can be characterized by channel radii , channel 

wall potential �, and external electric field �. 

Due to the presence of surface potential of 

channel wall, an electric double layer (EDL) is 

formed near the wall. Under the external electric 

field � an electroosmotic flow is developed in 

the channel. To evaluate the electric potential 

across the channel caused by the external 

electrical field Laplace equation is used,  
�

where is the external electrical potential. 

Poisson-Boltzmann equation is employed to 

govern the electric potential near the channel 

wall and in the bulk, 

�
�

�
 

where  is the electrical potential, � is the free 

charge density, � is the bulk concentration of 

the ions,  is the ionic valence,   is the 

elementary charge,  is the dielectric constant of 

the medium,  is the Boltzmann constant, and  

is the temperature. Surface charge density is 

defined differently here than that of the most 

electroosmotic analysis. Instead of assuming 

bulk potential to be zero, it is considered to be 

the external electric potential obtained from 

solution of the Laplace equation.  Typically, 

equilibrium electroosmotic flow model solves 

Laplace equation for external fields and Poisson-

Boltzmann equation for potential near the 

channel wall and uses a linear superposition to 

obtain total electric potential of the reservoir-

channel system. However, the present coupled 

model (LPB-NS) model is superior to such liner 

superposition model, as LPB-NS can operate in 

the cases of higher external electric fields or 

higher channel surface potential where linear 

superposition is no longer valid. 

The Navier-Stokes equation with an electric 

body force term and continuity equation that 

govern the fluid flow are given as, 

�
�  

where  is the fluid density,  is the 

fluid velocity vector with  and  being the 

radial and axial components, respectively,  is 

the viscosity of the fluid, and  is the pressure. 

The solution of the above eqns.(1-4) provides the 

electroosmotic flow of the computational 

domain. 

 

2.2    Geometric Description and Boundary 

Conditions 

 

An axisymmetric model of a cylindrical wavy 

channel-reservoir system having a mean channel 

radius b and channel length L is considered in 

the present analysis. The channel-reservoir 

configuration is shown in Fig.1. Two large 

reservoirs, one each at the each channel end, are 

introduced to minimize the end effects. 

Sufficiently large sized reservoirs were chosen to 

reduce any reservoir size affect. Typical 

dimensions of the capillary considered for 

present analysis are of length . It is 

observed that a reservoir of radius �  and 

length �  are sufficient to offset any 

reservoir size effect. The amplitude  and 

wavelength  of the wavy channel are generated 

by using second order Bezier curve [4]. The 

amplitude of the asperity i.e. a single crest or 

trough point, can be calculated by  

� �

�
 

In the current analysis, �  is used while � 

is controlled to obtain the desired amplitude. Say 

for instance, to make an undulation amplitude 

 we can easily calculate the control point 

� .  

 

 

Figure 1: Axisymmetric model of the wavy 

cylindrical channel. Fluid is driven from one reservoir 

to another due to electroosmotic flow. 

 

Symmetry boundary conditions are assigned 

at the axis of symmetry (AB) for potentials and 

velocity. A constant surface potential boundary 

condition is assumed for the channel wall (EF). 

No-slip condition for fluid velocity on the 

channel wall is assigned.  

Capillary wall:  
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At the reservoir entry plane (AH), pressure is 

assumed to be zero. To apply the external 

electric field across the channel, a potential 

difference between the entry (AH) and exit (BC) 

plane is assumed. Potentials �	 and 
�� are 

assigned at entry and exit plane, respectively.  

Capillary Entry:    

�	  

On the reservoir exit plane (BC), a 

hydrodynamic stress is assumed to be zero and 

other conditions are, 

Capillary exit:    

 
��  

For reservoir walls (FG and DE) adjacent to the 

channel, zero charge (potential gradient zero) 

and no slip boundary conditions were chosen. 

For other walls (CD and GH), zero charge 

density and slip-symmetry conditions were 

assigned.  

 

2.3    Non-dimensional Equation 

 

All governing equations are non-

dimensionalized. The characteristic length is 

chosen to be the channel radius . All symbols 

with a superscript * represent a non-dimensional 

parameter. Non-dimensional parameters are 

chosen as  

 

∗
�

, , 

∗ � �
,

Navier-Stokes equation becomes, 

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗� ∗

� ∗

∗ ∗

where ∗
�

�
 is Reynolds  

number and ��
� �

�

�
��
 is the 

Debye screening length. 

Non-dimensional forms of the Poisson-

Boltzmann and Laplace equations are obtained 

as, 
∗� �

∗�

 

 

2.4    Particle Trajectory Model 

 

The colloidal particles present in the fluid 

will move along in the direction of the 

electroosmotic flow. However, the velocity of 

the particles will not assume the fluid velocity 

due to the proximity of the channel wall. 

Hydrodynamic wall correction factors or lag 

coefficient are necessary to correlate the particle 

velocity with the fluid velocity.  

A particle trajectory model is employed in 

this study to track a particle moving in the wavy 

cylindrical channel due to electroosmotic flow. 

Neglecting rigid body rotation, the particle 

trajectory equation originates from Newton’s 

second law of motion for a particle suspended in 

a liquid,  

����
 

where  is the position vector of the particle’s 

center,  is the time,  is the particle radius, and 

���� is the fluid drag. The fluid drag is given 

as, 

���� �  

where � and  are particle velocity due to 

fluid flow and the undisturbed (by the presence 

of the particle) electroosmotic fluid velocity 

respectively. The drag coefficient  represents 

hydrodynamic interactions between the particle 

and the neighboring channel wall. For the axial 

motion of the particle moving in the cylindrical 

channel, drag coefficient is taken from are taken 

from Cox and Mason [11]. However, to the best 

of author’s knowledge, wall correction factor for 

the particle moving in the radial direction inside 

a cylindrical channel does not exist to date. To 

simplify the problem, we assume that the particle 

does travel in the close vicinity of the channel 

wall, and hence, wall correction factor for a 

particle approaching perpendicular to a flat plate 

can be applied in the current scenario [12].  

 

3. Solution Methodology 
 

Non-dimensionalized governing equations 

(9-12) are solved by the finite element package 

COMSOL Multiphysics 3.4 to obtain the 

solution. Triangular quadratic Lagrange elements 

were employed to discretize the computational 

domain. Fine meshes were used on the channel 

wall to capture the sharp change of potential in 

EDL. Relatively coarse meshes were used in 
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was tracked and final destination (radial 

distance) was recorded after travelling a -

distance of  (two wave length distances). 

 
Table 1: Initial and final radial position  

of the five released particles 

Particle 

no 

Initial  

radial 

position 

Final 

radial 

position 

1 0.1 0.0858 

2 0.3 0.2618 

3 0.5 0.4467 

4 0.7 0.6315 

5 0.8 0.6358 

 
Trajectory results show that the released particles 

tend to move toward the center of the cylindrical 

channel. It should be noted that the particles are 

released individually and hence no diffusion 

effect is considered. The particle’s tendency to 

move to center of the channel is only due to the 

radial component of the velocity vector.  

 

5. Conclusion 
 

In this paper a finite element model consisting of 

Laplace, Poisson-Boltzmann, and Navier-Stokes 

equations is presented. The model is used to 

obtain the electroosmotic flow field in a wavy 

cylindrical channel. A particle trajectory model 

was employed to use the velocity distributions 

and track the motion of the particles with the 

help of appropriate wall correction factors. The 

particles are not considered to be released very 

close to the channel wall as the appropriate wall 

correction factor for radial direction is not 

known. Such analysis will be very important to 

estimate the deposition of the particles on the 

wavy channel walls.  
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